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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a method to achieve
temporal scaling of leg motions as a fundamental technique
for a music feedback system of a dancing humanoid robot.
We asked dancers to perform dance motion at normal musical
tempo and faster musical tempos and observed how dancers
modified performance for given musical tempos. The obtained
insights from the observation are 1) a dancer needs to preserve
leg postures that are important to emphasize dance expression,
2) there is a priority to determine what features of leg motion
can be adjusted, and 3) stylistic leg motion resembles normal
step motion if dancers cannot follow fast musical tempo com-
pletely. Based on these insights, we generate leg motion appro-
priately adjusted for changing musical tempo while maintaining
balance. We validated our method via simulation experiments
with a humanoid robot HRP-2.

I. INTRODUCTION
Interest in entertainment robots has prompted researchers

to achieve human-robot interaction [1] and to entertain
people at theme parks and stage shows [2], [3]. Dance
performance is one recognized form of this entertainment.
Nakaoka et al. [4] have produced a humanoid robot that can
maintain its balance while dancing. They employed a top-
down approach called task models, which analyze the struc-
ture of human motion based on predesigned abstract models
for imitation by a robot. However, the system still lacks
a human’s capability for synchronizing dance motion with
musical tempo, a capability that we call a music feedback
system. We believe that the music feedback system makes
the dance performances more attractive to the audience.

In this paper, we focus on step motion of dance and
propose a method to achieve temporal scaling of leg motions
as a fundamental technique of the music feedback system.
We basically extend the task models of leg motions pro-
posed by Nakaoka et al. [4], and our technique allows for
modifications of leg motion so that the robots can follow
changing musical tempo, maintain balance, and preserve
motion characteristics. Shiratori et al. [5] already proposed
a similar technique for upper body motion based on various
musical speeds. By combining upper body and leg motions,
we can generate whole body motion that is adapted to new
musical tempo.

Several researchers have applied temporal scaling, also
called time warping, to human motion. Dynamic time warp-
ing is often used to adjust timings of motion-capture data [6],
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[7], [8]. McCann et al. [9] proposed a method of motion
retiming based on physical properties. However, these tech-
niques do not work for our case. Simple temporal scaling
often causes movements that exceed joint limitations of
robots or unstable motions which fail to maintain balance.
Yoshii et al. and Murata et al. proposed a method that
enables a biped humanoid robot to step with synchronization
to musical tempo [10], [11]. However, their target motion is
simple stepping and complicated motion like dance cannot
be handled.

Our method is based on insights obtained through obser-
vation of how dancers modify performance when musical
tempo becomes faster than the original one. According to
the observation, we found that 1) a dancer needs to preserve
postures that are important to emphasize dance expression,
2) there is a priority to determine what motion features
can be attenuated, and 3) stylistic leg motion is adapted
to resemble normal step motion if dancers cannot follow
a fast musical tempo completely. Based on these insights,
we generate appropriate leg motions that are adjusted for
changing musical tempo while maintaining balance.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes our
strategies for the dancing humanoid robot and clarifies our
contributions. Section III describes details of the observation
of dancer’s motion, and Section IV explains our method of
temporal scaling for leg motion based on insights obtained
from the observation. Section V shows our simulation results.
Section VI discusses our contributions and limitations, and
Section VII concludes this paper.

II. DANCE IMITATION BASED ON TASK MODELS

As mentioned above, the proposed method in this paper is
an extension of previous studies on imitating dance perfor-
mance by a robot using task models. Before describing the
proposed method, this section gives a summary of the previ-
ous studies. They are based on a paradigm called Learning-
From-Observation (LFO), in which a robot observes a target
dance performed by skillful dancers, recognizes what they
do using task models, and maps the recognized motion to
robot actions for mimicking them. Task models consist of
tasks and skill parameters. Tasks are the knowledge of what
to do, while skill parameters are the knowledge of how to
do each task.

In general, when we say “mimicking an action,” it does not
mean mimicking the entire performed action. It is difficult,
even if not impossible, to repeat the same trajectories to be
mimicked, because each person has different dimensions in
parts of his or her body. Instead, for this purpose, we extract
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Fig. 1. Leg task models: the task model consists of tasks and skill
parameters. The former explains what to do, and the latter explains how to
do it.

important features of the actions, and perform only those
important features. The LFO introduces abstract task models
to represent those essential parts.

The LFO paradigm is not only for imitating dance, but for
learning general human actions. In fact, the LFO paradigm
has been applied to various hand-eye operations such as
object assembly [12] and knot tying [13]. In each case, the
appropriate task models are predesigned using the knowledge
of action domains under the top-down approach.

For imitation of dance, we used different strategies to
apply the LFO paradigm to leg and upper body motions,
because leg and upper body motions of dancing robots
have two different purposes. The leg motions need to stably
support robot bodies, while upper body motions need to
express dancing patterns. After generating leg and upper
body actions separately, we then concatenated and adjusted
those generated motions of leg and upper body.

Nakaoka et al. [4] proposed leg task models for generating
leg motion of dance performance. Four tasks are defined by
considering a contact state between the feet of a humanoid
robot and the floor, through the top-down analytic approach
(Fig. 1). Skill parameters describe task-specific timings and
spatial characteristics of each task motion as shown in the
bottom row of Fig. 1.

A task sequence is recognized from marker trajectories
obtained by a motion-capture system. Temporal segments are
extracted and then recognized as tasks. From each segment,
the values of the skill parameters corresponding to the task
are obtained.

Leg motion of a robot is reconstructed from an extracted
task sequence and corresponding skill parameters. Robot
have a standard trajectory for each task that produces stable
motion, and leg motion is generated by modifying the
trajectory based on the extracted skill parameters.

Shiratori et al. proposed a concept of keyposes as an
essential component in dance motion [14]. A keypose can
be defined as a fixed posture of a dancer for the purpose

Fig. 2. Keyposes in Aizu-bandaisan dance: Top row: extracted keyposes by
Shiratori et al.’s method, and bottom row: corresponding poses in a textbook
written by a dance master.

of providing the viewers with expression and meanings of
dance. It is considered important in dance performance to
properly represent those keyposes with appropriate timings.
Theoretically, keyposes can be obtained by detecting brief
pauses in a motion sequence, but for accurate detection
musical information is utilized here to narrow keypose can-
didates. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the extracted keyposes
from the Aizu-bandaisan dance (see also the accompanying
video, which includes a video clip of the dance). Keyposes
can be used for high-quality imitation of dance by a robot.
Transitions between keyposes are considered as tasks for
upper body motion. The timing and posture of keyposes
are represented as precisely as possible in generating robot
motion, while transition between keyposes can be modified
if it is difficult for a robot to make the same motion as the
original.

This method was extended to enable a robot to dance at
a different musical tempo from the captured one [5]. The
temporal scaling of motion is necessary, for example, when
we have a robot dance to a live performance of music when
the musical tempo is not always constant. In this method, the
upper body motion is modeled using hierarchical B-spline.
When the musical tempo gets so fast that motion to the music
by simple temporal scaling is beyond the robot’s capability,
the upper body motion is modified by their method based on
observation of dance performance by humans. However, this
method can cope with only upper body motion. Temporal
scaling of leg motion is difficult by this method because
constraints in leg motion, such as balance and a closed
loop by legs and the floor, are different from upper body
constraints. Therefore, leg motion was modified manually in
the study.

This paper focuses on step motion and proposes a method
for temporal scaling of leg motion. Adding the method to
the previous studies, we can generate whole body motion
to arbitrary tempos in music. First, human performance is
observed to determine how to adjust motion to the musical
tempo. Next, a model for temporal scaling is designed based
on the observation.
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Fig. 3. Optical markers. Each box represents an optical marker with a
marker name, and gray-colored boxes represent markers behind the body
from this viewpoint. COM of each foot is computed to get foot trajectories.
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Fig. 4. STEP tasks in a cycle of Aizu-bandaisan dance.

III. OBSERVATION OF HUMAN DANCE MOTION

Human performance of dance was captured using the
VICON’s optical motion capture system. Configuration of
optical markers for legs is illustrated in Fig. 3. We computed
center of mass (COM) of each foot using the ankle, heel
and toe markers to obtain foot trajectories. We asked three
dancers to demonstrate Aizu-bandaisan dance, a Japanese
folk dance. One is a dance master (Dancer A) and the others
are her students, a veteran (Dancer B) and a beginner (Dancer
C). As their experience in dance varies widely, the common
features among the three can be considered essential in this
dance. Aizu-bandaisan dance is a cyclic dance, and one cycle
takes about 10 seconds. Dancers keep repeating it during the
dance. In a cycle, there are eleven STEP tasks as shown in
Fig. 4.

The musical speeds we captured are the original speed,
1.2 times faster, 1.5 times faster, 1.8 times faster, and 2.0
times faster. Music at double speed is actually not practical
for the dance, but, because humans can move more quickly
than robots, we need to investigate human performance to the
music when tempo is too fast for humans to move perfectly.
For each musical speed, we captured dance performance of
10–15 cycles.

The observation of captured dance provides four insights
about leg motion:

1) Timing of STEP tasks near keyposes tends to be
maintained,
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Fig. 5. Standard deviation of the start/end timing of STEP tasks (Dancer
B).

2a) Strides of each STEP task tend to be maintained,
2b) Speed of a swing foot does not accelerate as much as

musical tempo, and
3) Kicking actions, which appear at the end of each cycle,

converge to a normal step as musical tempo increases.
The first insight is the relationship of the timing of STEP

tasks to keyposes. When the start or end timing of a STEP
task exists near a keypose, the timing tends to be maintained
even though the musical tempo gets faster. Fig. 5 shows
this phenomenon. The vertical axis represents the standard
deviation of timing for STEP tasks in the horizontal axis.
For comparing timing among different musical tempo, we
introduce the concept of relative time, which is a scaled time
as 0.0 at the beginning of a cycle and 1.0 at the end of it. We
can compare timing of actions captured in several musical
tempos by the relative times.

For the normal musical tempo, the values are roughly same
for all STEP tasks. For 2.0 times faster speed, the values
increase for all tasks, but the values for tasks near keyposes
are larger than those for the other tasks. This indicates that
dancers made more effort to maintain the original timings for
tasks around keyposes, when keeping up with faster musical
tempo becomes difficult.

The second insight is that the stride for each STEP task
tends to be maintained as shown in Fig. 6. The horizontal axis
represents musical tempo, and the vertical axis represents the
average stride length. The length is almost constant despite
the musical tempo becoming faster. It is natural that dancers
tend to maintain strides because strides are considered one
of the dominant factors in dance expression. In some strides,
the length of stride decreases, but these are tasks that do
not adjoin keypose timings, such as L-STEP3 and R-STEP3.
From this observation, we can consider that the dancer tried
to maintain stride length as close to original one as possible
around keypose timings.

The third insight is about the speed of a swing foot.
Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the maximum speed in
each STEP task and the musical tempo. The horizontal axis
represents musical tempo, and the vertical axis represents the
maximum speed. The value increases following the musical
tempo. However, the amount of the increase is slight and not
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Fig. 6. Stride (top) and maximum speed (bottom) of each STEP task
(Dancer B).

as great as that of the musical tempo, probably due to the
physical limitation of the dancer. In order to maintain strides,
the dancer increases the duration of STEP tasks as well as
the speed of a swing foot.

The last insight is about stylistic motion such as kicking
actions that appear at the end of a cycle, which appear as
R-STEP4 in Fig. 4. All the other tasks are normal steps, for
which only modifications of speed and duration described
above are sufficient (leg task models distinguish two types
of STEP tasks: normal steps and other expressive actions.
Details of these are described in Section IV). With regard
to kicking actions, the trajectories of the foot change as the
musical tempo increases, as shown in Fig. 7. The horizontal
and vertical axes represent horizontal and vertical distances
of a swing foot in a kicking action for each musical tempo,
respectively. We can see that the foot trajectory of a kicking
action becomes closer to that of a normal step.

Although we just show the graphs for one dancer (Dancer
B) in the above discussion due to the limitation of space,
observation of the other two dancers (Dancers A and C)
also supports the above insights. An algorithm for temporal
scaling of the leg motion is designed based on these insights.

All of these insights can be expressed by skill parameters
of the leg task models in Fig. 1, such as the beginning time
(t0), the finishing time (tf ), and the middle and landing
positions of a swing foot (rf , r1). This makes it easy to
extend the leg task models for temporal scaling to music.
The details of these parameters and generation of leg motion
with them are described in the following section.
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Fig. 7. Trajectory of a swing foot in kicking actions, R-STEP4 (Dancer
B).

IV. TEMPORAL SCALING OF LEG MOTION BY MUSICAL
SPEED

This section provides details on the leg motion generation
from the skill parameters and the concept of the extension
that we designed.

A. Leg Motion Generation based on Task Model
In Nakaoka et al.’s task models, a trajectory of a swing foot

in a STEP task is reconstructed using a smooth interpolation
function based on a cubic polynomial that passes along
three points computed from skill parameters: the starting
point (t0, r0), the middle point (t1, r1), and the landing
point(tf , rf ). This function is expressed as follows:

fn〈(t0, r0), (t1, r1), (tf , rf )〉(t). (1)

There are two ways to determine the middle point. One
is the case of a normal step, in which a captured trajectory
of the swing foot is similar to a step in usual walking. For
a normal step, the middle point calculated by the following
equations is used:

t1 =
t0 + tf

2
, (2)

r1 =

(
r0x + rfx

2
,
r0y + rfy

2
, h

)T

, (3)

where h is a predefined value as the normal step height. The
other case is when the captured trajectory differs largely from
the trajectory of a normal step. For such a stylistic action, the
middle point is determined directly from the foot position of
human motion data at the timings of the middle point. In
our implementation, these two cases are distinguished by a
degree of the difference between the middle point of the
captured trajectory and the point calculated by Equation (3).

A time series of leg tasks in performance is called a
task sequence. An example of a task sequence is shown in
Fig. 4. In a task sequence, R-STEP and L-STEP tasks must
not overlap. Although an overlap of R and L STEP tasks
means jumping or flight phase of running, the current leg
task models do not treat these motions. If there is no interval
between neighboring STEP tasks or an interval is shorter
than a certain length, an interval is made in extracting the
task sequence so that Zero Moment Point (ZMP) can move
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Fig. 8. Overview of the temporal scaling algorithm for leg motion.

stably in the support polygon for balance maintenance. The
minimal length of the interval is called Minimum Non-Step
Interval (MNSI), and we use empirical value of 0.07 sec.
MNSI is a time interval required in order for the ZMP move
to from one foot to another.

Finally, leg motion of a robot is generated by solving
inverse kinematics from foot trajectories obtained from a task
sequence, and skill parameters are refined for creating rea-
sonable robot motion with balance maintenance and collision
avoidance. The top row of Fig. 8 illustrates these procedures.

B. Temporal Scaling of Task Sequence
As we discussed in Section III, all the insights from

the observation can be expressed by the skill parameters
of the leg task models. Therefore, we can easily achieve
temporal scaling by extending the Nakaoka et al.’s leg task
models [4]. Fig. 8 illustrates the relationship between our
temporal scaling method and the leg motion generation of the
Nakaoka et al.’s algorithm. After a task sequence is extracted
from human motion, we adjust it to new musical tempo by
our temporal scaling method, and then it is passed to the
skill refinement stage for balance maintenance and collision
avoidance.

Our temporal scaling algorithm consists of the following
three phases:

• Phase 1: the whole task sequence is temporally scaled
linearly, and the intervals between STEP tasks are
adjusted if they are shorter than MNSI.

• Phase 2: STEP tasks in which joint angular velocity
exceeds the limit are detected by calculating inverse
kinematics.

• Phase 3: skill parameters of the STEP tasks are modi-
fied by changing parameters of duration and stride.

Phases 2 and 3 are performed iteratively until joint angular
velocities do not exceed limits for all STEP tasks.
Phase 1: First, linear temporal scaling is applied to a task

sequence. The start and end timings t0 and tf for all tasks are
divided by the musical tempo. This process generates a new
task sequence approximately adjusted to the new musical
tempo, but may shorten intervals between STEP tasks too
much. For stable dance performance, all the STEP intervals
need to be longer than MNSI. If an interval is shorter than
MNSI, it is lengthened by moving forward the finish time tf
of the task right before the interval. Although modification
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Fig. 9. Extension of duration by (a) shifting and (b) contraction. Orange
and blue arrows represent shifting task timing and extending/shortening of
task duration, respectively. Yellow boxes indicate STEP tasks.

may change the end timing of tasks around keyposes, the
modification is not noticeable because MNSI is significantly
small.
Phase 2: Foot trajectories are generated from the ad-

justed task sequence, and entire joint angle trajectories are
calculated from the foot trajectories by inverse kinematics.
Then, whether or not joint angular velocity resulting from
skill parameters of STEP tasks exceeds the limit is checked.
If there exist joints that exceed the limits of joint angular
velocities, the excess rate and index of the task are passed
to Phase 3.
Phase 3: Based on the information acquired by Phase 2,

skill parameters are modified to adjust the joint angular
velocities that exceed the limit. The insights 2a and 2b
indicate that duration of a task can be changed more flexibly
than stride. Therefore, our algorithm gives higher priority to
modifying duration than to modifying stride, and it modifies
stride only if the modification of duration cannot generate a
motion satisfying the limitation. If leg motions exceed joint
limitation, insight 2b indicates that duration of the task can
be extended to reduce joint angular velocity. However, all
STEP task intervals must be longer than MNSI for stable
motion, and this makes simple extension of duration difficult.
This phase is divided into two parts, a and b, depending on
whether or not an extensible STEP interval exists.
Phase 3a: This is a case in which at least one extensible

STEP interval exists somewhere in a task sequence, though
robot motion still exceeds joint limitation. Fig. 9 (a) illus-
trates this case. Let a task sequence consist of three tasks,
A, B and C. A is a task in which robot motion exceeds the
limitation of joint angular velocity, and B and C are not. If
an extensible task interval adjoins A, the duration of A is
simply extended. If the interval adjoining A is not sufficiently
long and C adjoins a task interval longer than MNSI, B and
C are shifted into the interval next to C so that the interval
adjoining A becomes long enough to extend the duration
of A. The start time t0 and finish time tf of B and C are
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changed as:

t′0 = t0 +Δt1, (4)
t′f = tf +Δt1, (5)

and A is extended using the extended step interval as:

t′0 = t0, (6)
t′f = tf +Δt1, (7)

where Δt1 depends on length of the long task intervals and
timing of keypose, which must be preserved, according to
the insight 1. If robot motion after Phase 3a still exceeds the
limitation, Phase 3b is applied.
Phase 3b: This is a case in which no extensible task

interval exists in the whole task sequence. Fig. 9 (b) illus-
trates this case. Let A be a task in which resulting robot
motion exceeds the limitation of an actuator and C be a task
whose joint angular velocity does not exceed the limitation.
First, the duration of C is shortened by Δt2, which is a small
constant value (0.01 sec in our implementation) as:

tC0
′ = tC0 +Δt2, (8)

tCf
′ = tCf , (9)

and B shifts by Δt2 as

tB0
′ = tB0 +Δt2, (10)

tBf
′ = tBf +Δt2, (11)

and, the duration of A is extended by Δt2 as:

tA0
′ = tA0 , (12)

tAf
′ = tAf +Δt2. (13)

The above procedures and Phase 2 are repeated until robot
motion of all tasks satisfies the joint limitations. If these
duration extensions are still not sufficient, we apply Phase 3c
finally.
Phase 3c: If the excess of joint angular velocity cannot

be solved by extension of duration, the stride is shortened
based on insight 2a as follows:

rf − r0 → α(rf − r0), (14)

where α is calculated with the excess ratio provided by
Phase 2 and the ratio of the duration extension via Phases 3a

and 3b, and r0 represents a starting position of the swing foot
while stepping respectively.

If a STEP task contains skill parameters related to a middle
point, we modify them based on insight 3. Our method
modifies the skill parameter of a middle point position r1
to realize this phenomenon as:

r′1 = (1− α)r1 + αr1s, (15)

where r′1 represents a modified middle point position, and
r1s represents the standard middle point defined by the right
side of Equation (3).

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

As an experiment, the motion of the Aisu-bandaisan dance
was generated to music 1.2 and 1.5 times faster than the
original. The algorithm was integrated into our software
for handling whole body motion [15]. The methods by
Shiratori et al. and Nakaoka et al. described above were
also incorporated into it. Model files of robots and motion
data in the system are compatible to OpenHRP [16]. We used
functions of OpenHRP for dynamic simulation and control.
As a robot platform, we used HRP-2 [17].

The first experiment is generation of leg motion. Joints
in the upper body are fixed here. Musical tempos we tested
are 1.2 and 1.5 times faster than the original. The results
are shown in Fig. 10. The top figures are results by the
proposed method. The bottom figures are results by the
Nakaoka et al.’s method with simple temporal scaling, which
can be done by dividing only the start and end timings of all
STEP tasks by input musical speed. The left side is resulting
motion for 1.2 times fast music, and the right side is that of
1.5 times fast music. Since the joint limitations cannot be
considered in the current simulator, the robot can perform
motion which violates the limitations in the simulation,
though this is an infeasible motion due to limitation of the
physical actuators’ power. The proposed method shrinks the
stride appropriately to satisfy the limitation of the actuators.

The next experiment is generation of whole body motion.
The upper body motion is generated by Shiratori et al.’s
method [5]. The results are shown in Fig. 11. The top figures
are results for music 1.2 times faster than the original tempo.
The bottom figures are results for music 1.5 times faster



Fig. 11. Simulation results of whole body motion for Aizu-bandaisan dance. Top row: result for music 1.2 times faster than the original speed, and bottom
row: result for music 1.5 times faster than the original speed. The upper body motion is created by Shiratori et al.’s method.

than the original tempo. The robot could perform dance
performances with balance maintenance.

Fig. 12 shows the angular velocity of an actuator at the
right knee during these simulations. As quick motions appear
at a knee in kicking actions, we chose it as a typical example
for comparison. The top graphs show results with fixed
upper body posture and the bottom graphs show results with
upper body motion generated by Shiratori et al.’s method.
Velocities generated by our method (blue) are always within
the limits in the simulation, while velocities generated by
Nakaoka et al.’s method (green) often exceed the limits. As
for other actuators, it is observed that velocity limits are kept
by the proposed method and whole body balance of the robot
is maintained successfully.

VI. DISCUSSION

The experiments showed that our method could generate
appropriate leg motions for the Aizu-bandaisan dance at a
musical speed faster than the original. By combining the
Shiratori et al.’s [5] method that could generate upper body
motion based on musical tempo, we could generate whole
body motion that synchronized motion at various musical
speeds.

One may question the general validity of our method be-
cause we showed results for only one dance performance. We
believe that our method is as general as Nakaoka et al.’s [4]
method. They demonstrated several dance performances with
different robots. Our method is an extension of their method
and, therefore, can be applied to motions that can be handled
by their method. We will conduct further experiments with
different dance performances for justification.

In the data we used for experiment, there is only one
stylistic STEP task, which contains skill parameters for a
mid-point. Our investigation led the insight that the trajectory
of the stylistic task becomes closer to that of a normal step
as the musical tempo. It worked well in our experiment, the
case of Aizu-bandaisan dance, but we have to admit that the
current results are not sufficient to validate that the insight is

always appropriate. We need to collect more data that contain
leg motions with special expression. However, for example in
Aizu-bandaisan dance, because such stylish tasks appear less
than 10 percent of all tasks, this does not critically undermine
the generality of the proposed method.

Additionally, we discussed only STEP tasks so far though
leg task models include SQUAT tasks as well as STEP tasks
(STAND tasks are also included, but they are just considered
as the rest of STEP and SQUAT tasks). This is again
because we investigated only Aizu-bandaisan dance here.
Only one SQUAT task appears in a cycle of the dance and,
moreover, the action is very slight. Therefore, from Aizu-
bandaisan dance, we cannot extract any general knowledge
about SQUAT tasks. Investigation of other dances to improve
our system is an indispensable future work.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on STEP tasks of
Nakaoka et al.’s leg task models, and proposed a method to
achieve temporal scaling of leg motions based on musical
speed. Our method is based on the insights obtained in
the observation of dancer’s motion. The insights are 1) a
dancer needs to preserve leg postures that are important
to emphasize dance expression, 2) there is a priority to
determine what leg motion features can be adjusted, and
3) stylistic leg motion resembles normal step motion if
dancers cannot follow fast musical tempo completely. We
validated our method via simulation experiments.

For future work, we will design temporal scaling mod-
els for SQUAT tasks, and perform more experiments with
physical robots. MNSI is obtained when we calculate the
longest time interval during performance using a target ZMP
trajectory. It is one of our future work to use MNSI obtained
by calculation. We also aim at completing the music feedback
system that enables robots to listen and dance to varying
musical tempo performed by humans in real time.
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Fig. 12. Velocity sequences of the right knee generated for 1.2 and 1.5 times faster tempos than the original one. Top row: results with fixed upper body
posture, and bottom row: results with upper body motion generated by Shiratori et al.’s method, and left: results generated for 1.2 times faster tempos,
and right: results generated for 1.5 times faster tempos. Blue and green curves represent sequences of joint angular velocity of right knee generated by the
proposed method and Nakaoka et al.’s method, respectively.
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